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ABSTRACT

This project is to develop the manual order system of DM Aluminium Company
to a web order system because the web order system will be more beneficial than the
manual order system.
The developing system of this project consists of many processes. In the analysis
part, the project presents the analysis and information of the company. After that, there
are plans and a schedule to develop system. Then, the existing system is analyzed and a
context diagram is created. After that, data flow diagram, data structure, entity
relationship diagram, and data dictionary are also presented. In the data flow diagram
there are 2 levels.
After designing, the project the web interface is created. Showing information of
the company, model and price of products, transferring information and customer's
orders to Aluminium Company.
In the project SWOT method, 4P method and cost analysis are discussed. The
method will help the Company consider the benefits of the developing system. SWOT
method shows strengths, weakness, opportunities and threats to the company. 4P
method shows place, price, promotion, and products of web order of the company. The
cost analysis shows calculated return investment in 1 year and 3 months. That is a short
time for an investment. After that time, the company will have only benefits from this
project.
In the last part of the project some recommendations are made to develop the

web order system in the future. The company has to update web feature from the trend
of customer because customers will remember the website and visit the website again.
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I.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Project
Due to advanced technologies, companies can reduce cost and time in their work.

They use telephone, Fax machine, Computer, Internet, etc. to improve the old system to
get more profits. Nowadays many companies are using computers to replace some staff
and electronic mails to reduce time and cost. Internet web-sites are also used to have
more opportunities to contract with customers.
Webs Order process can make more profits than the existing system. Firstly, the
company can get an opportunity to contract with customers because customers can see
the order any time (24 hours). Secondly, the company can reduce the cost of staff when
they have to send catalogues to customers. Thirdly, the company can reduce cost of fax
machine when they fax catalogues to customers. Fourthly, customers can see
catalogues all time on the web-site very clearly because the catalogues sent by fax
machine do not have color and the catalogues may not be clear. In addition, customers
can use the order system very easies by user-interface on the web-site. Finally, the
company will get report layouts from customer's orders. The web system can reduce
time to send order to another system to work for customer's order.
Web Order process can reduce cost and time of the company. The company will
get more access to the order of products. Customers can order products by choosing
catalogue on the web and click or add some data in to user-interface on the web-site of
the company. As a result, the company will get more profits than the existing system.
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1.2 Objectives of the Project

The objectives of the project can be classified as follows:
(1)

To develop a web ordering system for aluminium-based products.

(2) To analyze the feasibility of the web ordering system for aluminium-based
products.
1.3 Scope of the Project

This project focuses on managing the order system to improve the existing system
and adding web order system in addition telephone, and fax because at present
customers have to see catalogues at shop. Customer can see catalogues on the web site.
That can reduce time to order and customer can order any time of the day.
1.4 Deliverables

The deliverables for the project are as follows:
( 1) Screen layout for user-interface.
(2) Report layout of order.
(3)

The project report.
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2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

System Analysis
The project will give the company alternatives to the system of the company by

studying the concept of the company and analyzing advantages and disadvantages the
web system. After that the new systemized replace the old system.
The analyses of the company are as follows:
(1)

Information system definition and the components of the company
(a)

Information system is a computer system that receives data, processes
and manages data, and provides information in the manners that
fulfills user's needs.

(b)

The Component of Management Information System is people,
procedure, data, software, and hardware.
Example of the components:
(a)

People: Users, management, developer

(b)

Procedures: User manual, administration manual, installation
manual

(c)

Data: Database

(d)

Software: Application software, system software

(e)

Hardware: Computers, peripherals, networks

Benefits of Information System
(a)

Increasing efficiency and effectiveness

(b)

Increasing business competitive strategies

(c)

Standardizing data and jobs

(d)

Improving data collection and representation.
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(2)

System Development Methodology
Development process is a set of activities whose goal is the development or

evolution of information system. On general activities in all development process
are planning, analysis, design, Implementation (construction and implementation),
Maintenance
The development process model, which is a simplified representation of a
development process, presented from a specific perspective. And generic process
model will have water fall (system development life cycle), Prototyping
Technique, Rapid Application Development, Evolutionary Development.
(a)

Water fall consists of:
(1)

Project identification and selection: Information system planning
and prioritizing.

(2)

Project initiation and planning preliminary study and detailed
planning.

(3)

Analysis: System understanding and requirement specification.

(4)

Logical design: Design interface and logical database structure.

(5)

Physical design: Design physical database structure, program
structure, and program specification.

(b)

(6)

Implementation: Construction and production.

(7)

Maintenance.

Prototyping Technique
(1)

Prototyped software: draft version of executable program.
Benefits of prototyping
(a)

Reducing misunderstanding between developers and users.

(b)

Finding incomplete and/or inconsistent requirements.
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(c)

Identifying and refining difficult-to-use or confusing user
services.

(d)
(2)

Serving as a basis of writing the specification.

Evolution Prototype: developing an initial implementation,
exposing this to user comment and refining this through many
stages until an adequate system has been developed.

(3)

Throwaway Prototype: developing the prototype to clarify
requirements and then throw the prototype away.

(c)

Rapid Application Development (RAD)
An approach to developing information systems which promises

better and cheaper systems and rapid development.
RAD utilizes joint requirement planning, joint analysis and
design workshops.
(3)

Project Identification and selection
Information system Planning: Identifying Development Projects,
Classifying and Ranking Projects, Selecting Projects for Development.

(4)

Project Initiation and planning
In early activities of project, the management has to consider:
(a)

Describing the project scope, objectives and constraints
(1) Project Scope: statements describing what will or will not be

addressed in the project
(a)

Organization boundaries: Which divisions or location? The
Example is HRM department.

(b)

Functional area boundaries: Which functional areas? The
Example is Payroll calculation.
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(c)

Process boundaries: Which processes?

The Example is

Maintain W-2 data, Generate payroll report.
(2)

Objectives: Statements of the business benefits the proposed
system will provide.
(a)

Efficiency: Improve accuracy, timeliness; Reduce costs,
personnel; increase productivity.

(b)

Effectiveness: Make accurate, timely information available
for management decision making; improve communication;
support collaboration.

( c)

Competitiveness: Increase market share, customer
satisfaction; lock-in customers and supplies.

(3)

Constraints: State limitation on the resources available for the
project such as, time, money, personnel, options, development
tools

(b)

Assessing project feasibility
Project effort and project schedule
(1)

Effort: the total time required to complete a report assuming
(a)

Only one-person works on the system

(b)

All tasks must be performed sequentially

(c)

It is equal to the amount of times for all project tasks

(2) Schedule: the minimum time to complete a project assuming
(a)

A large number of people

(b)

Concurrent tasks

(c)

Required time for important tasks.

6
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(c)

Cost-Benefit Analysis
(1)

Return On Investment (ROI): the ratio of the net cash receipts of
the project divided by the cash outlays of the project.

(2)

Breakeven Analysis (BEA): the amount of time required for the
cumulative cash flow from a project to equal its initial and
ongoing investment.

(3)

Time Value of Money (TVM): comparison of present cash
outlays to future expected return.

( d)

Two technique for project scheduling
(1)

CPM Network: graphic representation of tasks, time allotted to
eac~

(2)

and task dependencies.

Gantt Chart: a more text-based planning technique; show tasks,
time and personnel allotted to eac~ and task dependencies.

(5)

Analysis (modeling Tool)
Analysis is a study and analysis of the existing system and requirement
specifications.
(a)

Requirements are expectation of the system's service
(I)

Functional requirement: Description of services the system
provides and of how the system interacts with inputs.

(2)

Non-functional requirement: Constraints on which the system
must operate and/or being developed.

(b)

Structuring System Requirements:
( 1)

Business Process: Data Flow Diagram

(2)

Business logic modeling: Structured

Englis~

Decision Trees

(3)

Business Data: Entity-Relationship Diagram.
7

Decision Tables,

(6)

Design
(a)

(b)

Logical design
(a)

Output Design (reports and fonns)

(b)

Input Design (interface and dialogues)

(c)

Logical Database Design (relations)

Physical design
(a)

Physical Database Design (files)

(b) Program Structure Design
(c)
(7)

Detailed Program Design

Implementation
Implementation Activities (Coding & Acquisition, Testing,
Installation, Documentation, Training, Conversion, Support)

(8)

Maintenance
(1)

Preventive Maintenance: Change made to a system to avoid possible
future problems.

(2)

Corrective Maintenance: Changes made to a system to repair flaws in
its design, coding, or implementation.

(3)

Prefecture Maintenance: Changes made to a system to add new
features or to improve performance.

(4)

Adaptive Maintenance: Changes made to a system to evolve its
functionality to changing business needs or technologies.

2.2 What Is E-commerce?

The short answer is trading on electronic system. And that covers basic
technology such as telephone, fax, television, and complex of technology. But current
popular technology is the Internet and it gives more benefits for business. Many people
will understand E-commerce as treading only on the Internet.
8

2.3 Benefits of Website
(1)

The website of the company and its services can be presented to customers.
The website can be used for all businesses. Below are a few benefits to
business.

(2)

Access to unlimited market: The company can complete business anywhere
in the world by using on-line service. The Internet will sell 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. The Internet does not stop and sleep. The customer can access
and order the products any time of the day.

(3)

Instant update to the information: Advertising brochures may have mistakes
or may not be the updated but the website can be developed and it is easy to
update it. Because brochures have to be printed for customers but if the
company wants to update information, the company has to print documents
again and that will cost more to develop information. The website can
update immediately by uploading information on the web. For example, the
company has to reduce price or model. It costs more to change and update
information in the brochures. But on the website, it costs a little to update
information.

(4)

More convenient customer service capabilities: Customer service is on-line
service all the time. If there is no website, customers have to wait for a long
time to contact the company.

(5)

The ability to provide up to the minute information. If the user have
employees on the way to contact customers. The user will have a problem to
update information to the employee. On-line service will solve that problem.

(6)

Improve operating efficiencies and reduce overhead: Store on-line is not a
real building for inventory, It does not need to hire employees, and

9

Amazon.com is a bookstore on the web. This company does not have a
building. They will sell on website.
That is a reason why a company will create a website for more benefits on the
Internet. And that is the reason why more people want to create a website on the
Internet and do business from home.
2.4 How to Create Reliable Website?
(1)

Show name and the logo of the company clearly for the customers so that
they can remember it. And the company should have an address and
telephone for the customer to contacts the company except the website.

(2)

The company should design a website so that it is easy and fast to find
products. That will help customers in choosing products of the company.

(3)

The page of products should show all detail for the customers to understand
about products.

(4)

The company should have the products available. It should show the total
number of products, the total amount of money for orders later.

(5)

Website should show the condition of products: guarantee of product, return
of product. And the website should explain to manage information.

(6)

It will create trust to customers on the website, A website should have a
certificate. But at present Thailand does not have certificate.

(7)

The Company may use reliable credit payment on the website to build
customer's trust.

10
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Figure 2.1. Example ofReliable Website.
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Ill. THE EXISTING SYSTEM

3.1 Background of the Organization
DM aluminium company was founded on March 25, 2000. This business will
grow as long as people want to create and decorate their houses. Population is
increasing all the time and buildings will increase according to the number of people.
The population in Thailand is 63,215,796.
The company has more products. such as aluminium doors, aluminium light
frames, mosquito nets, aluminium windows, etc.

Figure 3.1. Products ofDM Aluminium Company.
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DM Aluminium company is using a manual system. At present due to advanced
technologies, The company can save time and cost. When the company wants to
contact customers to receive order, they have to use more time. So if we introduce the
web order system to DM Aluminium Company, it will reduce cost and other expenses
of the company.

Maumager

I Warehouse I I

S itaff

I

Sales
Departmen~

Figure 3.2. The Company Chart ofDM Aluminium.

3.2 Existing Functions
This project covers all functions of the DM Aluminium company, which is using
a manual system. The existing business functions of the DM Aluminium company are
as follows:
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The manager is responsible for
(1)

Making models for customers from the information of the order.

(2)

Calculating price and sending price to customer.

(3)

Writing contracts of work and setting time to deliver the order to customer.

(4)

Giving customer the contract of the work.

(5)

Auditing accounts from the Finance Department.

Sale Department is responsible for
(1)

Marketing services and contacting customers.

(2)

Providing information to customers.

(3)

Measuring the amount of work and keeping the information of the work

Staff are responsible for
(1)

Setting instruments from the model of the work.

(2)

Making aluminium frames according to orders.

(3)

Checking work before sending the order to customers.

Finance Department is responsible for
(1)

Contacting customers for payment.

(2)

Preparing accounts of the company and sending it to the manager.

(3)

Transferring money to the bank.

Warehouse has to
(1)

Check the stock of the raw material.

(2)

Send reports to the manager.

3.3 Current Problems and Areas for Improvements
Current Problems
The existing order system of DM Aluminium company is a manual system. So
there are a lot of problems due to human errors. The current problems are as follows:
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The service is slow and the customer has to wait for a long time to get the
information of products. For example, the customer calls to the company to
enquire about the models and price. The company will send a sales man to
the customer but customers have to wait about one or 2 days.

(2)

The company has to pay the cost to send the sales man to customers. For
example, if the customer is in Ayutthaya, the sales man will be paid about
1000 Baht per day.

(3)

A lot of paper is used. For example, one model will use a lot of paper in one
project.

The Areas for Improvement
(1)

The response time of the system should be improved.

(2)

Human errors occurred during daily operations should be reduced.

(3)

Information should be updated easier.

(4)

Cost in sending information to customers should be reduced.

(5)

It should be easy to search for any information.
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IV. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

After studying the business functions in the existing manual system, identifying
the problems of the existing system, it is necessary to develop a new system. By using
the web order system to help the manual system, it will be fast to reduce the mistakes of
the manual system. The processes of the proposed system are shown below:
4.1

User Requirements (System Specification)

The user requirements for the proposed system are as follows:
(1) Designing the system that provides faster response time for customers and
getting more efficient and effective process.
(2)

Designing the systems that reduce the cost of the company in sending
information to customers.

(3) Reducing redundant tasks in some manual processes for better performance
and improving work control.
(4) Providing real-time ordering to customers who do online transactions and
ensuring that information is reliable and updated all time.
(5) It will be easy to search, for any information on products of DM Aluminium
company.
(6) The customers want to see immediately the pictures of products. Which can
be seen on the web. But the manual system takes longer more time to send
the pictures of products.
(7) The user will reduce the cost of documents in any process and view
information on monitor, which can be selected before printing.
(8)

The user can find many customers, by paying a minimum cost in advertising
on the web.
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After the developer get user requirement, it is necessary to analyze and design a
new system to provide user requirement.

4.2 System Design
(1)

Order System.
After the developer has the requirements of users and mixes it with the
existing system, the developer will create relationship and environment of
the order system. Shown in Figure 4.1 as follows:

Requirement
lnt>rmation
Product Data

PO
PO
Customer

Price

WebOnler
System

Manager
Contact

Model
Confirmation
Contact

Contact
Confirmation
Contact

Figure 4.1. Context Diagram of the Web Ordering System.
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Figure 4 .1, shows the relationship of ship the order system with
another entity around. The customer will order by receiving information of
products on the website. And the customer will order products on the web,
and they can order all time. After the system receives the order it will be
sent to the manager. And the manager will keep the order and send a
contract through a sales man to the customer. If the customer accepts the
contract, they will sign a contract and send that contract to the manager (it is
called contract confirmation). And after that the manager will send that
order to another system to build and send that product to the customer.
(2)

Process design.
The proposed system will support the user and the customer based on
their requirements above. The developer creates a context diagram. The
details in the web order system is shown in Data flow diagram in Figure 4.2,
which is level 0 on Data flow diagram. This figure will describe subsystem
and process of the web order system. After customers send the requirements
to the system, the system will show information to the customer that is
shown on process 1 in Figure 4.2. And after that, the customer will send PO
to the system, which that PO will go into process 2 in Figure 4.2. And
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the details of the web order system by a data
flow diagram, and both diagrams are level 1. That is a subsystem of level 0
on the web order system. Figure 4.3 receives requirement on process 1.1 and
shows the data from product data on process 1.2 and the last process in
processl.3 will add purchase order to the manager. Figure 4.3 shows process
2.1 to check the credit of customers and send it to process 2.2 with credit
approval. The process 2.2 sends Pre contract to the manager for approval
and send accept pre contract back to create to contract to be submitted to the
18

customer. After that the customer will read that contract to confirm that
contract and send that back to the process 2.3. This process will keep that
confirmation to data and send that confirmation of contract to the manager.
Figure 4.5 shows more details of process 2.2 and show process 2.2.1 to
receive PO and available credit and create a pre contract to submit to the
manager. The manager will accept that to create a contract in process 2.2.2.
After this process, the contract will be sent to the customer.
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Confirm Con1ract

Customer

PO

I

Information

Product
Data

1

Model
Price

Show

Information

PO

D1

PO of Customer

2

Con1ract

~o
Manage
Contract

Con1ract

PO

Confirmation
Con1ract

Manager

Figure 4.2. Data Flow Diagram in Level 0.
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Figure 4.3. Data Flow Diagram in Level I.
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Figure 4.4. Data Flow Diagram in Level 1.
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I

Customer
Data

2.2.1

Available Credit

PO

.

Create Pre
Contract

-------1.,__
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2.2.2

Create
Contract

AcceptPre contract

Contract
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Figure 4.5. Data Flow Diagram in Level 2.
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(3)

Database Design
Database helps to reduce complex data, redundant data and develop
data system. This project describes the Entity Relationship Model in the
diagram, which has 5 entities for this system in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7, and
Figure 4.8. Figure 4.6 shows only relation of entities. Figure 4. 7 shows
relationship of entities and shows data key of each entity. And the last
diagram, Figure 4.8 shows relations of each entity and data key of each
entity and data on each entity. All Figures in the Entity Relationship Model
show different programs Visible Analyst Program.
Figure 4.9 shows Data Structure of the web order system. This figure
shows moving data on this project. And the Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11
show the details of data structure of this project, which are substructure
from Figure 4.9.
And the last database design is Table 4.1, which shows data dictionary
of this project. That will describe the meaning of vocabulary in the figures.
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Evaluate Credit
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Figure 4.6. Entity Relationship Diagram of Web Order System.
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Figure 4.7. Entity Relationship Diagram with Key.
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Product Number
Customer Number
Product Name

Figure 4.8. Entity Relationship Diagram in Detail.
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Figure 4.9. Structure Chart of Web Order System.
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Figure 4.11. Structure Chart on Details of Web Order System.
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Table 4.1. Data Dictionary of Web Order System.
Vocabularv
Accept pre contract
Available Credit

Description
The manager approves the contract.
Accept credit of customer after
checkills.? Customer information.
Sign contract to confirm contract. And
send it to Mana2er.
Contract to customer after agreement on
model and price of product.
To number of contract make report and
submit it to manager.
Keep data of customer
Keen data of customer
Keep ordering data of customer.
Keep product data of customer.
Keep reauirement data of customer.
Data to order product, including new
product and existing product.
Data to order product repair including
repaired product from DM aluminium
company and product from other
companies.
Data order size of product from
customer.
Data order type of product from
customer.
Information's of customer such as
name. telenhone number, address.
Information requirement product from
customer.
Model of product for customer to make
a decision to choose products.
Purchase order of customer after
makin~ a decision.
Keep purchase orders of customer.
The manager does not approve the
contract.
Price of product that customer chooses.
Size of product such as long, high,
wide, color, and type of product.
Keep production data.
Any information of product concerning
prices and models.
Keep data information of products in
the company.
Type of products that customer require.

Confirmation Contract
Contract
Contract No.
Customer Data
Customer Information
Customer Ordering;
Customer Product
Customer Reauirement
Data Making
Data Repair

Data Size
Data Type
Information
Making Requirement
Model
PO
PO of customer.
Pre Contract
Price
Product data
Product Data
Product Info.
Product Information
Product Type
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Table 4.1. Data Dictionary of Web Order System. (Continued)
Vocabul
uirement
Requirement

roducts of customer.
Customer request for repairing, themes
ordered from model.
Characteristics of products including
color, model, and some special
roducts.

Type

(4)

User Interface
User Interface will be designed after the developer designs the data
flow diagram and database design. User interface will have 2 phases, input
interface, and output interface.
Input interface will be a web order system. The web will have a
homepage and link to product page of the company, information page, and
customer data page, etc,
Figure 4.12 is a homepage on the web order system ofDM Aluminium
Company. This page will show the first page of the web order system. And
this page shows products of the company, colors of aluminium, map of the
company, order. The user can use this page to search for other information.
Figure 4.13 is product order website. These pages show models of
products. And this page shows types of products on the web order system. If
customer clicks to chose the product, it will show Figure 4.14. If a customer
clicks door product, it will show Figure 4.15. And Figure 4.16 will show
other products. And these three pages show products and prices of each
product on the web page.
Figure 4.17, that is shown after Figure 4.14, Figure 4.15 and Figure
4 .16, to keep order information of customers before sending the order to the
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company. For example, it can keep the appointment of the customer with the
company, and other requirements of the customer.
Figure 4 .18 shows color of aluminium. There are natural colors,
powder color, grain color, etc.

DO?
300/17 Soi Ruamchai

Rangrodfoikao RD.,
Samrong,
Phrapradaeng,
Samutpr<1kan
10130

DM Aluminium Company has sale, building, repairing aluminium product. For example,
glasswork, mosquito net, aluminium frame, aluminium ceiling, etc. It will suitable to
building of Thai and Asia peoples. The company has more concentrate in quality, beautiful,
new trend, durable and satisfy on price.

Tel. 0-1618-0428
Fax. 0- 2393- 7003

Seardlfor.

Figure 4.12. Web Order System ofDM Aluminium Company.
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[)O?

IU111ninium
300/17 Soi Ruomchoi
Rangrodfaikoo RD.,

Samrong,
Phraprodoeng,
Somutprakon
10130

Tel. 0-1618-0428
Fax.0-2393-7003

Figure 4.13. Ordering from Web Order System.
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Model of Window Products
flluminium
300/17 Soi Ruamchoi
Rangrodfaiko.o RD.,

Samrong,

rNo. W-001

Pricepa-unit=4,.500 Bahl

rNo.W-002

Price pa- unit= 6,.500 B•

Phropradaeng,
Samutpro.kon

10130

TeL 0-1618-0428

Fax.0-2393-7003

Figure 4.14. Ordering Window Products from Web Order System.
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Model of Door Products
1Huminium
300/17 Soi Ruomchai

Rangrodfolkoo RD.,
Somrong,

Price per unit= 6,500 Baht

rNo.D-001
Phrapradoeng,
Somut(lrakon
10130

Tel. 0-1618-0428
Fcuc. 0- 2393- 7003

Price per unit= 7,000 Bahl

rNo.D-002

Figure 4.15. Ordering Door Products from Web Order System.
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Model of other Products
Aluminium
300/17 Soi Ruamchai

rNo.A-001

Priceperunit"' 150,000Baht

Rangrodfoiko.o RD.,
Sanwong,
Phraprodaeng,

rNo.A-002

Price pa- unit= 180,000 Bahl

Somutpro.kon
10130

Tel. 0-1618-0-428

rNo.A-003

Price per unit= 8,000 Bahl:

Fax.0-2393-7003

rNo.A-004

Price pa- unit= 950,000 Bahl

Figure 4.16. Ordering other Products from Web Order System.
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··.~

Price per unit= 1,600,000 Baht

rNo.A-005
300/17 Soi Ruamchai

r No.D-000 Other Door Model

Rangrodfaikao RD.,

Appointment Time

Samrong,

D~ Monthlli1j!Yearfjii3jl

Phrapradaeng,

Hourfiiil}MirwteliiiiJ

Samtrtprakan

10130

Tel. 0-1618-0428

Other Information

Fwc 0- 2393- 7003

Product Model

Figure 4.17. Keeping Information on Web Order System.
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II color
Hhn11inium

Natural Color

300/17 Soi Ruamchai

•

Rangrodfoikoo RD.,

CN-001 CN-002 CN-003

Somrong,

Powder Color

Phrapradoeng,
Samutpl'okon

10130

CP-001 CP-002 CP-003 CP-oo4

Tel. 0-1618- 0428

Groin Color

Fax.0-2393-7003

CP-005

••••

CG-001 C0-002 C0-003 CG-004 CG-005

Special Color

Figure 4.18. Product color.
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Figure 4.19 shows requirements of customers. If customers want to order
aluminium-making products, they can select building order. If they require repairing
order, they can select repair order. And if they want to do both, they can select both on
the web page.
Figure 4.13. Shows Customers Select Products. Then Figure 4.22. Shows the
information of customers in blank line and the customer can submit that information to
user database. The customer chooses order repairing, In Figure 4.20. The customer will
put their requirement order and submit it. And customers have to put their information
before submitting and linking them to user. The customer chooses both order building
and order repairing, As shown in Figure 4.21. The customer will put their requirement
order. Shown in Figure 4.24. After that customers have to put their information.
We separate order distribution because of different customers and there will be
different discounts. Because some products repairing that are not products of DM
aluminium but the customer wants to repair the products by DM Aluminium Company.
In repairing the product of other companies, It needs hard work to repair because the

staffs have to study the structure of that product before repairing it.
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00)

Aluminium

Orde_i:_.~ui!_glMAL11mm11.11!'!

300/17 Soi Ruamehai

Qr-d~i:~~i!it'!g_~ll,!Illinium

Rangrodfoikao RD.,

Qr4e.!". ~!!'J J!qitdi!!!L~.1td~<M.l"i11g_AIYl!!intl!m

Samrong,
Phropradaeng,
Samutprakan
10130

Tel. 0-1616-04!::8
Fax.0-2393-7003

Figure 4.19. Order Requirement Web Order System.
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Select products repair
300/17 Soi Ruomchoi

r Window

Rongrodfoikao RD.,
Somror1g,

r Door

Phrapradaeng,

r Another product

Samutprakan

(CCIII select more fh411 1)

10130

Please, Put your repair requirement

Tel. 0-1616-0428

¥1

Fax .0-2393- 7003

Figure 4.20. Repairing Requirements on Web Order System.
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Aluminium
300/17 Soi Ruamchai

Select product requirements order
r Window

Rangrodfaiko.o RD.,
Somrong,

r Door

Phropradaeng,

r Other products

Somutprakan

(c:an ulcct more them 1)

10130

Please, Put your product requirements order

Tel. 0-1618-0428

fJ

FQX.0-2393-7003

Figure 4.21. Requirements of Order System.
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DOO
1UumhltUlU
300/17 Soi Ruamchai
Rangrodfaikao RD.,

Customer Information
OR.DER Making Aluminium Products
Name

Address
City

Samrong,

State/Province
Phrapradaeng,

Zip!Postal Code
Samutprakon

TelqihoneNumbcr
10130

Fax Number
Tel. 0-1618-0428

E-mail

Fax.0-2393-7003

Figure 4 .22. Customer Order Information.
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DO')

1Huminium
300/17 Soi Ruomchai
Rangrodfoikoo RD.,

Customer Information
ORDER Repairing Aluminium
Name
Address
City

Samrong,

Stato'Province
Phraprodaeng,
Zip/Postal Code

Somutprokon

Telephone Number
10130
Fax Number

TeL 0-1618-0"128

Fruc.0-2393-7003

E-mail

f•Mml

Figure 4.23. Customer Repairing Order Information.
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Customer Information

300/17 Soi Ruamchai
Rangrodfaiko.o RD.,
Samt'ong,
Phrapradaeng,
Samutprakan
10130

Tel. 0-1618- 0'428
Fax.0-2393-7003

ORDER Making and
Repairing Aluminium Products
Name

Address
City

Stare/Province
Zip/Postal Code

Telephone Number
Fax Number
E-mail

Figure 4 .24. Customer Information Order.
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And output interface will keep information and order of the customer. That is
shown in Figure 4 .25. Staff will check the information of customer. If there is correct
informatio~

Web will check credit of customer show in Figure 4.26. If data

information is not correct, staff will ask to customer by email, telephone, etc.
In Figure 4 .26, the staff will put information and click to submit it. If the credit of
customer is accepted, it is shown in Figure 4.27. And Figure 4.28 shows credit of
customer if not accepted.
In Figure 4.27, staff will prepare a contract draft to manager. In Figure 4.28, staff

will send the order to customer by email, telephone, etc. That will include the reason
why credit is not granted.
After the manager receives a contract draft from the system, the credit of
customers checked. The manager will ask salesman to send the contract to the customer
the sign the confirmation contract.
All these processes are the order system of the proposed system, which the
developer will replace the manual order system.
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Customer

Information

!' Customer Number

l Order Product Number
~

Name

~::.

t Order Information

I

5,'~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

'.S-:

City

State/Province
it

Zip/Postal Code

Telephone Number

·~ r;~t:'1J~Igj
fi
~

Fax: Number

Figure 4.25. Receive Information of Customer.
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Check Available Credit
Customer Number
Customer Name
Customer Address
Customer Telephone Number
Order Number
Product Number

Order Data

Customer Info1T11ation

Figure 4.26. Check Credit of Customer.
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Customer
Information
Customer Numba-

~Grant Credit of Custorner

e_

~ Order Number . - - - - -

£~

Name

~·

~

Customer Number

r;;

!: Order Product Number
t

t Order Information
~~

City

:.--~~~~~~~~~~~

ZipJPost.al Code

I
Telephone Number

.,

Figure 4.27. Grant Credit of Customer.

so

Custorner
Information
Customer NtlrJlba-

Name

Address

~~ Customer Number
~·

~

City

State/Province

I' Order Product Number
~ Order Information
&:~

~-.

~.~.·.:.:1..------~'111
~

.

~

Zip/Postal Code

r

Telephone Numba-

Q Reas.om to n?J;J·

tt

;-..~

FaxNumba-

Figure 4.28. Not Grant Credit of Customer.
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The web order interface use html language, Microsoft FrontPage
Program, Visual Basic Script Program, CGI Program and etc. to create all
web pages of the web order system.
( 5)

Other Part
The developers have to design the network room in the office. They
will design the location in the room to install computers. They have to
install computers, which have servers and clients. After that they will
calculate cost and annual maintenance period on cost analysis, shown in
chapter 5.

4.3 Hardware and Software Requirements
The web order system will use computer to read the information of the customer
and to update the data of the company. Such as, price of aluminium models location of
the company, special model design to customers, etc.
The proposed systems use a LAN (Local Area Network) to enable system-sharing
information. And the users can work concurrently at different computers. The program
has to be stored in a powerful computer because the system has to be shared with other
computers. The sharing may affect the overall performance of the system. For example,
the order data will be transferred to the computer of the manager. And the manager
sends purchase order to sales department. And sales department will contact the
customer. All processes can task some time to send information by using LAN in the
company.

In the proposed system, the computer is divided into 2 classes. That is server and
workstations. We use server and workstation because all data can be transferred in real
time in LAN. And all data will be the same.
The Hardware and Software requirements are as follows:
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Hardware Requirements and Specification
( 1)

PC Server
Intel Pentium IV 3. 0 GHz
512 MB Memory
60 GB Hard Disk Drive
50x CD-ROM internal
1.44" Floppy Disk Drive
10/100 Mbps LAN card
17'' Monitor
Keyboard I 04 keys, 2 I/O ports, l parallel port, l mouse

(2)

PC Workstation
Intel Celeron 2.0 GHz
128 MB Memory
20 GB Hard Disk Drive
SOx CD-ROM internal
1.44" Floppy Disk Drive
l 0/100 Mbps LAN card
17" Monitor
Keyboard l 04 keys, 2 110 ports, 1 parallel port, l mouse

(3)

Network peripheral

An 8-port hub
Cabling system
(4)

Printer
LaserJet 2100 TN Hewlett Packard

Dot Matrix Epson LQ1050
Software Requirements
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(1)

Software configuration at server is specified as follows:
Windows NT 4.0
SQL Server 7.0 Enterprise RDBMS
Power Builder 6.0

(2)

Software configuration at client is specified as follows:
Microsoft Windows 98
ODBC for SQL Server
Client for Microsoft Networks
TCP/IP

4.4 Security and Controls
The web order system will need to function in the future. It can receive orders all
the time. For example, a customer thinks of ordering at 3.00 AM, he can place an order
immediate. The customer will get models and other information on the website of
company. And the company will not lose that customer.
There are 2 parts in security system in the proposed system, physical security and
logical security. The system loses some parts that will make some problems by
invaders.
(1)

Physical security
Physical security is protection provided outside the computer system.
The physical security includes preventing the system from disasters, such as
floods and fire. The disaster prevention deals with the design of the
operation room, where the users work with the system. The room should not
be on the ground floor because the ground floor will have problems from
floods. To prevent fire, every room of company must have an automatic fire
sensor. The protection fire system should not be water because water will
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destroy the computer system. Therefor we will use chemical substance, to
extinguish a fire instead of water.
The operation room should be locked and guarded because invaders
may come into the room, and steal information or destroy the system by
damaging computers. And the user should manage the computer room for
damaging the system unintentionally, by setting enough space between
computer tables, drinks and food will cause damage to computers if users
are not careful.
(2)

Logical security
The logical security policy of the proposed system has 2 part:
usemame and password.
When users of the company want to access the system to receive
orders, they have to supply their login name (usemame). This is the
identification method of the propose system to tell the system who they
claim to be. After they enter the login name, the next step is to authenticate
that they are really who they are. This process prevents intrusion of
unauthorized people that may know the login name, by letting the users
enter their password. The password is secret for every staff. The user will
not know the password of another staff. The users have to pass 2 processes
to access to the system that means they have to have correct login name and
password, before they will access in the system.
There is some advice about password, the password should not contain
only characters. It should be comprised of characters, numbers, and special
characters (such as, $, #, etc.). And the user should not note on public
because some people can see and access the system by using that password.
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And the user has to protect information from computer virus. Users
have to set a program to prevent virus and update the program all time.
Sometimes the user should avoid opening unusual mail because some mail

will have virus attachment. And the user should scan virus for every mail.
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V.

BUSINESS PLANNING FOR ALUMINIUM-BASED PRODUCT
WEBSITE

This Chapter will describe more information in choosing the new system. The
first part presents executive summary, which describe the business in market and some
plans of the web page. Second part wills analyze marketin& which will be requirements
of customer and marketing of this business on the Internet. The next part will describe
target marketing on the Internet.
SWOT describes strengths, weaknesses, opportunity and threat of business in
marketing and the result of the business via the Internet. The next part describes
benefits of the web order system. And this chapter will analyze 4P method on the web
order system.
System evaluation describes the existing system and the proposed system. It will
show different and suitable investment value and benefits of the web order system.
The next part discusses future plans of this business in the market via the Internet
and channel of the company, which adds web order to be distributor to customer.

5.1 Executive Summary
Aluminium Business has a stable growing rate in a few years. After economic
breakdown in 1997, many people do not place orders aluminium products. The
company will have many orders from offices and buildings. And some people want to
decorate rooms. Although it is not a big business, there is work to do all the time.
In this year, economy is growing. Many people would like to repair their houses.

Some companies want to enlarge the office. There are more than 20 housing projects.
Aluminium business will be growing in this period. The Internet is necessary. The
Internet will be one choice to contact customers. The customer will use the Internet
websites to find information of the company. The customer can place orders on the

web. And the company will save a lot time to contact customers.
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There should be plan to make customer know the website of the company.
(I)

Promote website by uploading website of the company on marketing
website.

such as, www.yellowpage.co.th, www.mweb.co.th,

www.sanook.com, etc..
(2)

Link exchange with other websites to create a network on aluminium
products.

(3)

Give handbooks to use the service on the company website.

5.2 Market Analysis Summary
The company will give information and service to customers. The company will
concentrate on elaborating its work. The company will give service to customers and
guarantee work.
Customer need
(I)

Customers want to get the best product.

(2)

Customers want to save cost.

(3)

Customers want to get products on time.

( 4)

Customers want to get any service from company.

(5)

Customers want to get new models of products.

Market Segmentation
(a)

(b)

Location
(1)

The company has customers in Bangkok.

(2)

The company has customers around Bangkok.

Demographics
(I) Customers are an organizations and companies.
{2} Customers are house building projects.
(3) Customers are decorating houses.

(4) Customers are repairing house.
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5.3 Marketing Target
The companies have customers of different ages, which separate to be size:
(I)

Teenagers I 00/o

(2)

Adults 800/o

(3)

Senile I 0%

Teenagers and adults will be the target of the website of the company because
there will check websites. A part of senile will see the website a few times in a year.
Aluminium business depends service of products. This business has more
competitions in the market. So the company has to provide better services to customer.
And web order will be one choice to customer. Customer can find more information
and order on the website of the company.

5.4 SWOT Analysis
Strengths
(1)

The company has more than I 0 years experience. The company knows trend
of customers and needs of customers.

(2)

Business is growing because of growth.

(3)

The website of the company will get more customers to place orders.

(4)

The company has professional workers in aluminium products.

(5)

The company has knowledge in satisfying customer.

(6)

The company has more loyalty to customers.

Weaknesses
(I)

Company's budget is lower than competitors.

(2)

The website of company is new and many customers do not know it.

(3)

Some customers can not use the Internet.
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(4)

Place: The company provides service in Bangkok and around Bangkok. The
company will have distribution connection channels on telephone, fax,
website. And the web order system will have product order from any place
via the Internet.

5.7 System Evaluation
It is necessary to evaluate the cost of the existing system and the proposed system
to know the alternative for the company. The company has to invest in developing,

implementing, and maintenance of the new system. The costs are for hardware,
software and staff. So the company has to make a comparison and make a decision
whether the project should be selected.
Cost Analysis
Cost analysis has 2 parts, implementation cost and annual operation cost. The
implementation cost is usually one time cost. After the project has been complete, the
other cost is annual operation cost which includes salaries of system analysis,
programmers, operators and other staff as well as maintenance cost. We have not only
the computer usage cost for programming, testing and conversation data, but also cost
of computer equipment and hardware depreciation which is grouped into maintenance
cost. The depreciation of computers is calculated based on the estimated years which is
about 3 years and the scrap value will be zero baht.
They total system cost of the existing system is presented in Table 5.1. And Table

5.2 and Table 5.3 are the description of the system cost of the proposed system.
Salaries

(I)

One manager

=

Bht 240,000 annual salary.

(2)

4 Supervisors

=

Bht 120,000 annual salary I person.

(3)

8 staffs

=

Bht 96, 000 annual salary I person.
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Operation Costs are raw materials, tax, travel, vehicle, documents, advertising,
etc. The total cost is about Bht 1,380,000 annually.
Utility Cost is for electric cost, water supply, telephone, etc., The total cost is
about Bht 100,000 annually.
Maintenance Cost is for repairing equipment, checking mistake from staff, etc.,
The total cost is about Bht 30,000 annually.
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Table 5.1. Estimated Annual Operation Cost of the Existing System, Baht.
Cost items

Amount

1. Salary
Manager

240,000

Supervisor

480,000

Staff

768,000
Subtotal

1,488,000
1,380,000

2. Operation Cost
3. Utility Cost

100,000

4. Maintenance Cost

30,000
2,998,000

Grand Total
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Table 5.2. Estimated Annual Operation Cost of the Proposed System, Baht.
Cost items

Amount

1. Salary

Manager

240,000

Supervisor

480,000

Staff

768,000
1,488,000

Subtotal
2. Operation Cost

1,250,000

3. Utility Cost

100,000

4. Maintenance Cost

25,000
2,863,000

Grand Total
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Table 5.3. Estimated Implementation Cost of the Proposed System, Baht.
Cost items

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

Server

1

35,000

35,000

Clients

3

20,000

60,000

Laser printer

1

10,000

10,000

Dot Matrix Printer

1

7,500

7,500

Hub

1

2,500

2,500

Cable and Network Interface

5

800

4,000

SQLServer 7.0 RDBMS

1

80,000

80,000

PowerBuilder 6.0

1

30,000

30,000

Hardware & software

Sub total

229,000

Development & Implementation
System Analysis

15,000

System Design

15,000

Programming

30,000

Testing

5,000

Training

3,000

Implementation

4,000

Sub Total

72,000

Grand Total

301,000
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Benefit Analysis
The benefits of the new system of web order are both tangible and intangible.
Tangible benefits are those benefits that can be quantified. such as saving cost, and
decreasing

response time. Intangible benefits are benefits that are believed to be

difficult or impossible to quantify.
Tangible Benefits
Tangible benefits are benefits that can usually be measured in terms of profits to
the firm. They are listed as follows:
(1)

To reduce redundant steps of processing.

(2)

To reduce response time in processing transaction.

(3)

To reduce cost of papers.

(4)

To reduce costs in send information to customers.

(5)

To reduce time to send information to customers.

(6)

To reduce time to check credit of customers.

(7)

To reduce human errors occurred when sending information to customers.

(8)

To increase channel distribution to receive orders from customers.

(9)

To increase time for product orders by customers.

Intangible Benefits
Intangible benefits are that are difficult or impossible to quantify. And they are
listed below:
(1)

To improve the opportunity of distribution channel.

(2)

To improve more efficient control credit line of the company with customer.

(3)

To improve the image of the company.

(4)

To improve marketing share.

If users can get tangible and intangible benefit:
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(a)

Improve customer orders by 5% in the first year and 100/o in the
second year.

(b)

Improve marketing share by 1-2%

(c)

Reduce cost annually at about Bht 135,000 per year

Breakeven Analysis
It is necessary to analyze the cost between the existing and proposes systems

before developing the system.
Value of operating cost in the existing system in Table 5 .1
Value of operating cost in the proposed system in Table 5.2
Value of development cost in the proposed system in Table 5.3
Value of discount factor assuming 6% from the loan bank per year and number
are calculate from Present Worth Factor (Find P, Given F)
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Table 5.4. Cost Comparison between Existing System and Proposed System, Baht.
Cash Flow
Description

Year

0

1

2

3

4

Existing System

Operating Cost
Discount factor 6%

2,998,000

2,998,000

2,998,000

2,998,000

2,998,000

1

0.9434

0.8900

0.8396

0.7921

Time-adjusted cost

2,998,000 2,828,313.2

2,668,220 2,517,120.8 2,374,715.8

Cumulative timeadjusted cost

2,998,000 5,826,313.2 8,494,533.2

11,011,654 13,386,369.8

Proposed system

Development Cost
Operating Cost
Discount factor 6%

301,000
2,863,000

2,863,000

2,863,000

2,863,000

2,863,000

1

0.9434

0.8900

0.8396

0.7921

2,574,770 2,403, 774.8 2,267, 782.3

Time-adjusted cost

3,164,000 2, 700,954.2

Cumulative timeadjusted cost

3,164,000 5,864,954.2 8,439,724.2
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10,843,499 13,111,281.3
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Figure 5.1. Breakeven ofExisting System and Proposed System.
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The Figure 5 .1 will shows the breakeven point from the value of cumulative timeadjusted cost existing system and the proposed system, which shows crossing point in
year to 1.3.
Assume that are linear. So this will use linear equation.
From linear equation, Y = mX + C
In Exist equation

y

= 5,826,313.2

X= 1

m=(Y-C)/X
m = (5,826,313.2 - 2,998,000) I 1

m = 2,828,313.2
So Linear equation of exist equation is
Y(e) = 2,828,313.2 X + 2,998,000
In Propose equation

Y(e) = 5,864,954.2
X=l

c = 3,164,000
m=(Y-C)/X
m = (5,864,954.2 -3,164,000) I 1

m

= 2,700,954.2

So Linear equation of proposed equation is
Y(p) = 2,700,954.2 X + 3,164,000
Crossing Point of proposed equation and existing equation from:
Y(e) = Y(p) So it will replace Y
X(e) = X(p) So it will replace X
So,

2,828,313.2 X + 2,998,000 = 2,700,954.2 X + 3,164,000
2,828,313.2 X- 2,700,954.2 X
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= 3,164,000 - 2,998,000

127,359 x

x

=

166,000

=

1.303402

And use X to replace in the existing equation:

y = 2,828,313.2 x + 2,998,000
y

= 2,828,313.2 (1.303402) + 2,998,000

y

= 6,684,429.082

So, the proposed system will cost the same as existing system at amount Bht
6,684,429.082 in 1.303402 yeat:
And after 1.3 years the proposed system will cost less than the existing system.
That values show that user will have suitable time to keep profit from investment after
1 year and 3 months. But this value will show only tangible benefits.
The system will have intangible benefit to be future benefits which company
should not neglect.
(1)

To improve the opportunity of distribution channel.

(2)

To improve more efficient control credit line of the company with
customers.

(3)

To improve the image of the company.

(4)

To improve marketing share (increase customers).

If the user receives benefits from tangible and intangible, the user may receive
profits from investment before year in 1.3.

5.8 Future Plans
( l)

Increase marketing to more provinces in Thailand.

(2)

Develop the website to give more information and give entertainment to
customers to promote the website. (Such as, Gatne, Song, etc .. )

5.9

Channels

The company has 3 distribution connection channels.
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(1)

Telephone by customers with company.

(2)

Marketing of company with Property Company.

(3)

Website by setting up models and information.
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VI. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

System implementation is the construction of the new system and the delivery of
the system into production.

6.1

Overview of the Project Implementation
The Gantt chart illustrates the overview of the proposed system implementation.

In Table 6.1 the chart shows the beginning and the end of the proposed system

development period.
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Table 6.1. Gantt Chart Showing the Proposed System Implementation.

ID

We

Task Name

e k

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1

System Analysis

1.1 Identify the area under
stud
1.2 Establish the project plan
1.3 Study and analyze the
existin s stem
1.4 Develop the system's
context dia am
2

Detailed Analysis and
Desi n
2.1 Develop the data flow
dia ams
2.2 Database design

2.3 Screen design
2.4 Report design
2.5 Program design

3

Coding and Testing
3.1 Programming
3.2 Testing

4

Implementation
4.1 Documentation
4.2 Installation
4.3 Training
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The proposed system development is divided into 4 phases: system analysis,
detailed analysis and design, coding and testing, and implementation. In genera4 the
first phase, system analysis includes identifying the area of study. It takes one week to
survey and study about the company to find information and environment of the
company. In the second

wee~

the project plan is made to develop the system of DM

Aluminium company. Then the scheduling of the system is prepared. It takes 3-4 weeks
to analyze the existing system ofDM Aluminium company. The complex system of the
company is considered for development. In week 5 the context diagram of the proposed
system is prepared.
The detailed analysis and design is to get user requirements. After five weeks of
the process, we will study and try to understand the tasks of the company. We have to
know what process will start first and when the next process will start. We will use
information from study and interview to develop data flow at all levels. Other designs
such as screen design report design, program design is created. In screen design, we
create input and output interface of the website. It takes approximate by five weeks for
all the work of this process including preparing hardware and software for the
programmer to use in the testing system.
In week 11, the programmer will write a program to use in this system which they
will follow from design. They will write the program and test immediately because they
have to write and test in 4 weeks or in one month. If they write to finish and test they
will use more time to find bug and rewrite the program.
In the last phase, developing system will be done in the implementation phase.
This phase will is related to coding and testing phase because after the program is
written the detailed document of the program is written including problems, solutions
and user manuals. It takes 3 weeks to finish the document. At the same time in week
14, we will install the system, which takes about one week. This work will set the
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computer and network system. And software needs installation tasks. Such as, installing
operation system, application program, database website, etc. In the final week, there is
a training to give knowledge on basic computer to users and about the system so that
they can use the system by themselves. Users will know the real problems and know
how to solve from the problems training. After this week, users can use the system
from user manual, which will explain step-by-step. The manual will explain with
pictures and numbers and it is easy to understand. And the language in the manual is
easy to understand.
In conversion from the manual system to the computer system, which includes

web system, the user may need help from the system developer. This work is very
important because if they do not understand the system they can ask the developer. And
this develop system will have more benefits to use the new system.
6.2

Testing and Result

Testing is a process to ensure the systems have no problem or they have the least
problems. And testing includes implementation phase because testing of the web order
system will be tested all the time on implementation phase.
The web system will check order forms and complaints from customers or users.
The developer will test the function of the web in order and results of both interface
(input interface and output interface) and illustrations, print orders from users, database
of customer, etc ..
The system test will ensure all programs and all illustrations on web are
successful. The results of the system testing should satisfy the users because all
problems and errors on develop system will solved by the developer. The user should
accept all the results from the webs order system, features, information, response from
requirements of customers, reports of orders, and more benefits from the web order
system.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1

Conclusions

The web order system is developed in DM Aluminium Company. This system is
changed from manual order system to the web order system. The project is analysis,
new design distribution because, nowadays, technology will replace manual system and
technology will create new opportunities in business. If a company can chose the right
technology that will create more benefits to the company.
The system developer will find information of the company in the first step. This
project information is collected from interviews with the manager of DM aluminium
companies. He gives a lot of information. On type models of products, price of
products, expense per year in the company, etc. After that, the developer starts the next
step according to the schedule.

In the design phase, the developer finds the

requirements of users, analyze the existing system, create plans for the proposed
system, context diagram, data flow diagram all level, data structure, and database
design, then design and write the program of the web order system.
Code and testing phases are very difficult because it is necessary to check errors
of the program and the system. For example, when the programmer writes a program,
he may forget something to link Webpages. But testing that problem will show by
itself It takes more time to find that error and solve the problems. This phase takes
more time. However, the programmer will have a new experience to write the program
in another project.
Chapter 5 shows business plans to users to consider in developing the system. It
has SWOT method, which shows strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threat of the
company. And the breakeven analysis uses cumulative time-adjusted cost. This cost is
calculated from the present year, so it used present worth factor (It will easy, if call that
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about 1 year, they will think this web does not have any update information
or new models. And this will promote the web to another to more people
will know this website.
(2)

The version of AntiVirus program is used because of virus programs will be
created all time. So the current version of antivirus programs cannot be used
in the future. If the users do not have updated AntiVirur program, that will
make problems to the web order system and other systems of the computer.
AntiVirus program should be updated regularly 3 or more times a year.

(3)

This project does not include a database system. So the company has to
create a database system into the computer system of the company because
the database will be main information of the company. If users can manage
a good database, the information and any data of the company will not be
complex for use in the future.

(4)

The users should have to make a relationship to customers because the web
order system will make it to easy to order products but this system will
make a gap between users and customers because this system will reduce
time and can help the company make direct contact with customers.

(5)

The users have to connect the website to other websites because it helps to
promote this web to others that know about this web and want to use the
service of company. Users should update the search engine to Google,
Yahoo, etc. This will increase the number of customer.

(6)

The users may update the web by using games and the web board in the web
because this program will have more users. This program will invite
teenagers to the website and they will know about the company to tell their
families. If more people check the website of the company, it can be ensured
that more people will know about the company.
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(7)

The users should update the details of products in the website because it will
make it easy to understand for the customers. If customers can understand
about the products, it will save time to describe the details of products. And
that will be making more benefits to users in the future.

(8)

The users may have a pocket book of the customers who can use the web
order system. It is easy to help customers use the web order system. And
that pocket book should describe the information step by step. If the users
have not created the pocket book, they may have a short course to train
customer.

(9)

The user may change the host of WebPages. The new host is cheaper than
the current host and that will save some costs from the web hosting.
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